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Abstract. Container technology has gained great popularity since con-
tainers could provide near-native performance in cloud environment. Ac-
cording to different design purpose and underlying implementation, con-
tainers could be classified into application containers (e.g., Docker) and
system containers (e.g., LXC). The diversity of containers may lead to
a confusing choice about which kind of container is suitable for different
usage scenarios. Meanwhile, the architectures of public container services
are quite controversial because cloud platforms tend to run containers in
virtual machines. From the perspective of performance, an extra virtual
machine layer between the bare metal and containers probably brings in
unnecessary performance overhead. In this paper, we carry out a per-
formance study to explore the appropriate way to use containers from
different perspectives. We first conduct a series of experiments to mea-
sure performance differences between application containers and system
containers, then evaluate the overhead of extra virtual machine layer
between the bare metal and containers, and finally inspect the service
quality of ECS (Amazon EC2 Container Service) and GKE (Google Con-
tainer Engine) Our results show that system containers are more suitable
to sustain I/O-bound workload than application containers, because ap-
plication containers will suffer high I/O latency due to layered filesystem.
And running containers in virtual machine would result in severe disk
I/O performance degradation up to 42.7% and network latency up to
233%. We also find out ECS offers better performance than GKE, and
cloud platforms could acquire better performance by running containers
directly on the bare metal.

Keywords. Container Technology; Cloud Platform; Performance Com-
parison; Service Quality; Virtualization Overhead

1 Introduction

With lightweight design and near-native performance, container technology is
emerging as a promising virtualization solution for developers to deploy appli-
cations, and has gained great popularity in the industry. Container technology



is also called operating-system-level virtualization, which allows multiple isolat-
ed user-space instances sharing the same operating system kernel and applies
CGroups to take control of resources in the host [1]. So far, there have been a
number of container products released to the market, which include LXC (Linux
Container), Docker, rkt (Rocket) and OpenVZ etc. Docker is the most preva-
lent one among them and being widely used in startup companies like Uber
and Groupon. Moreover, major cloud platforms include Amazon Web Service
[2] and Google Compute Engine [3] are also beginning to provide public con-
tainer services for developers to deploy applications in the cloud. Undoubtedly,
the emergence of container technology has virtually changed the trend of cloud
computing market.

According to different design purpose and underlying implementation, we
can classify container products into application containers and system containers
[4]. Application containers (e.g., Docker and rkt) are designed to encapsulate a
single task into a standard image to effectively distribute applications. To be
more specific, application containers simplify a container as much as possible
to a single process to run micro service. However, system containers (e.g., LXC
and OpenVZ) are designed to provide fully functional operating system with
the most frequently-used services. In a sense, system containers are like a virtual
machine but with more lightweight design. Besides, another significant difference
between application containers and system containers is filesystem. Application
containers introduce a layered stack of filesystems [5], which allows different
containers reusing these layers to diminish disk usage and simplify application
deployment. But system containers originally support all sorts of filesystems and
are not limited to one filesystem. In default, system containers directly bind the
mount to the host. Because the diversity of containers may lead to a potential
misuse in the cloud environment, the differences between application containers
and system containers should be more clearly clarified.

At present, public container services, such as ECS (Amazon EC2 Container
Service) and GKE (Google Container Engine), have a controversial issue that
they tend to run containers in the virtual machines to acquire technical support
from existing management tools [6]. It is obviously to understand that an extra
virtual machine layer between the bare metal and containers probably brings in
unnecessary performance overhead. In principle, the essence of public container
service is to provide a generic running environment for developers, no matter
what underlying infrastructure it is. Hence, it is worth a comprehensive inspec-
tion for cloud platforms to evaluate the service quality. Then we are able to
explore the most appropriate architecture to provide container services.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

– We conduct a series of experiments to measure performance differences be-
tween application containers (Docker) and system containers (LXC). And
we find out Docker, compare to LXC, will suffer higher I/O latency due to
AUFS’s implementation. Besides, Docker’s network latency is slightly higher
than LXC because of port mapping.



– We evaluate the impact of adding an extra virtual machine layer between
the bare metal and containers. By comparing the performance gap between
Docker and Docker-Machine, we reveal that running containers in virtual
machine will result in severe performance degradation in all aspects.

– We conduct an inspection of service quality of ECS and GKE. Our results
show that ECS offers better performance than GKE, and cloud platforms
could acquire better performance by running containers directly on the bare
metal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides neces-
sary backgrounds for container technology. Section III describes experimental
methodology, and we conduct the evaluation and analyze the experiment results
in Section IV. We review related works in Section V, and finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Container Background

Fig. 1. Architecture differences between virtual machine and container

Container technology is experiencing a rapidly development with the support
from industry and being widely used in large scale production environment. Two
outstanding features, speedy launching time and tiny memory footprint, make
containers launch an application in less than a second and consume a very small
amount of resources [7]. Relative to virtual machines, using containers not only
improves the performance of applications, but it also allows the host to sustain



multiple times more applications simultaneously. The key difference between
containers and virtual machines is whether owning an independent system kernel.
Figure 1 demonstrate the architectures of these two virtualization solutions.

Technically, we can classify containers as application containers and system
containers. Application containers only contain a single process, and stop the
container after this process finished. However, system containers contain a com-
plete runtime environment, and run services like init, sshd and syslog in the
background. The idea behind application containers is to reduce a container as
much as possible to a single process to provide micro service. Thus, an appli-
cation is able to be deconstructed into many small parts, and every part will
be executed in a container separately. On the contrary, the idea behind system
containers is to provide fully functional operating system in a container. They
are more like a lightweight virtual machine and mainly used for providing under-
lying infrastructure. To sum up, table 1 demonstrates the comparisons between
application containers and system containers.

Table 1. Comparison between application containers and system containers

Application containers System containers

Content Contain a single process Contain a complete
runtime environment

Filesystem Layered filesystem Filesystem neutral

Design Purpose Run micro services Provide a lightweight
virtual machine

Usage Scenario Used for distributing
applications

Used for providing
underlying infrastructure

One major feature of application containers is layered filesystem, which al-
lows different containers reusing image layers to diminish disk usage and simpli-
fy application distribution. For instance, both MySQL image and Redis image
could be built on top of Ubuntu image. They can share underlying system image
and only store their own separate programs. Image registry is introduced as a
database for developers to download existing images or submit their customized
images. The ecosystem of application containers provides a convenient frame-
work to build, ship and run applications. In contrast, system containers support
all sorts of filesystems and are not limited to one filesystem. Thus, system con-
tainers can not share images because they probably adopt completely different
filesystems. Besides, operation system images like Ubuntu or CentOS are the
only ones that originally supported by system containers. As a consequence,
developers need to clone a container and then migrate to the other host to ac-
complish application distribution. With so many distinctions of implementation,
we consider that application containers and system containers should be clarified
more clearly and applied to different usage scenarios in the cloud environment.



2.2 Motivation

Due to the convenience of deploying applications, container technology triggers
an overwhelming revolution for cloud platforms. Figure 2 demonstrates the ar-
chitecture of mainstream container service. The CaaS (Container as a Service)
layer is based on IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) layer and provides container’s
running environment for developers to deploy their applications. At present, ECS
and GKE have won the most shares of public container services in the industry.
They allow developers to purchase virtual machines with pre-installed Docker
running environment, and define their tasks and submit them to the cloud plat-
form for execution. In contrast to the past, developers no longer need to take a
long time to install softwares and tweak configurations. They could simply pull
images from Docker hub and launch containers. Thus, public container service
is a new solution for developers to build, deploy and run their applications in an
efficient method.

Fig. 2. The architecture of mainstream container service.

But one major deficiency of existing public container services is cloud plat-
forms tend to run containers in the virtual machines to acquire mature support
from legacy management tools. Evidently, adding an extra virtual machine lay-
er between the bare metal and container service probably generate unnecessary
performance overhead. In principle, the essence of container service is to provide
container running environment for developers, no matter what kind of under-
lying infrastructure it is. With the coming mature of container technology, the
IaaS layer could be merged into CaaS layer. Nowadays container technology use
namespaces to isolate users, processes and network between containers in the
same host, and empower CGroups to control CPU, memory and I/O usage for
each container in fine-grained measure. Thus, the enhanced resource isolation
and management mechanisms in containers could provide a sufficient virtual en-
vironment for tenants in shared resource environment. Based on current industry



status, it is worth a comprehensive study to measure the exact overhead of the
virtual machine layer and discuss how to provide container service appropriately.

3 Experimental Methodology

To systematically evaluate container performance in cloud environment, our ex-
periments consist of two parts: evaluation for container technologies and evalu-
ation for public container services.

3.1 Evaluation for Container Technologies

In this part, we will conduct a series of experiments on Docker and LXC to
evaluate the performance differences between application container and system
container. We use micro benchmarks to measure CPU performance, memory
bandwidth, disk I/O and network latency for our experimental objects. We also
analyze the underlying implementation of different containers to figure out the
fundamental reasons that lead to performance differences.

Meanwhile, in order to investigate the exact overhead introduced by extra
virtual machine layer between the bare metal and container, we also measure the
performance of Docker-Machine which is a virtualization tool to provide Docker
environment by installing Docker in a virtual machine. We compare these three
different forms of container to make an evaluation for container technologies.

3.2 Evaluation for Public Container Services

In this part, we will inspect the service quality of public container services. We
choose ECS and GKE as our experimental objects because these two are most
influential cloud platforms in the industry. So far, these two container services
have gained a certain level of popularity and created several successful user cases.

Although both ECS and GKE provide highly scalable and high performance
container management services, there also exist several differences between EC-
S and GKE. Firstly, ECS is based on Amazon EC2, and GKE is based on
Google Compute Engine. Amazon EC2 offers more options for developers to
purchase instances with different hardware architectures for different usages,
even for graphical calculation. In contrast, Google Compute Engine offers one
unified hardware architecture that allows developers to customize the number of
vCPUs and the capacity of memories. Secondly, ECS is tightly integrated with
Amazon Web Services. Developers need to store their data in S3 (Simple Storage
Service), and depend on web services including RDS (Relational Database Ser-
vice) or EMR (Elastic MapReduce) to acquire a full range of support from AWS.
However, GKE is more flexible because Kubernetes, the underlying management
framework, permits GKE to access web services in other cloud platforms.



4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Platform Setup

Local Platform Our local testbed is a server with 32 cores Intel X5650 CPU
and 64 GB memories. The operating system is Ubuntu 15.10, running with Linux
4.2 kernel. LXC is version of 1.1.3 and Docker is version of 1.9.1.

For different containers, we adjust CGroups control parameters to limit con-
tainers resource consumption to a same level. In other words, we only allow a
container to occupy 2 vCPUs and 8 GB memories. For Docker-Machine, we cre-
ate the virtual machine with 2 vCPUs and 8 GB memories as well. We conduct
a series of experiments on a single container to measure performance differences
between application containers and system containers. We also establish a con-
tainer cluster that contains 8 computing nodes to evaluate the performance of
distributed applications.

Cloud Platform In order to unify the hardware specification, we choose m4.large
instance on EC2 as standard computing node, which has 2 vCPUs and 8GB
memories. We purchase 8 m4.large instances to compose the container cluster.
For GKE, we customize the instance for equivalent specification with EC2 for
fair comparison.

4.2 Evaluation for Container Technologies
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Fig. 3. Execution time of 450.soplex and 473.astar in SPEC CPU 2006. Lower is better.

CPU Performance In order to evaluate CPU performance [8], we adopt 473.as-
tar and 450.soplex in SPEC CPU 2006 to test integer and floating computing
capacity. SPEC CPU 2006 is an industry-standardized benchmark suite that



test CPU performance. To be more specific, 473.astar is a path finding algorith-
m that derived from a portable game AI library, and 450.soplex solves a linear
program using simplex algorithm and sparse linear algebra.

Figure 3 shows the result of SPEC CPU 2006. LXC and Docker have equiva-
lent performance on CPU, and beat Docker-Machine by 8.4% to 8.8% in 450.so-
plex, 3.9% to 4.6% respectively. We can conclude that both LXC and Docker
could utilize the CPU computing resource in a relatively high level, but extra
virtualization layer will encumber the performance of containers. Although cur-
rent hardware assisted virtualization technology allows virtual machine execut-
ing commands directly on the CPU, a slightly delay is still exist for virtualization
overhead.

Memory Bandwidth We adopt STREAM [9] as memory benchmark, which is
designed to measure sustainable memory bandwidth in high performance com-
puters. At first, STREAM would allocate an array that is bigger than the ma-
chine’s cache, then executes Copy, Scale, Add and Triad operations in the mem-
ory. Since the program access memory with regular pattern, memory bandwidth
is the main determinant of performance. At last, we collect the speed of each
operation as the results. The version of STREAM is 5.10.

Table 2. Memory Bandwidth Result

Stream Operations LXC Docker Docker-Machine

COPY (MB/s) 8420 8503 8311
SCALE (MB/s) 8362 8564 8319
ADD (MB/s) 9159 9085 8819

TRAID (MB/s) 9199 9042 8964

Table 2 shows the results of STREAM. No matter LXC, Docker or Docker-
Machine, they have similar memory bandwidth. We can conclude that there is no
significant difference on memory bandwidth for LXC and Docker. Even adding
an extra virtualization layer only causes negligible overhead.

Disk I/O We adopt fio [10] as the benchmark to test disk I/O performance. We
collect IOPS of disk as the metric for evaluation. In fio configuration file, we set
ioengine to libaio (a Linux native asynchronous I/O library) in O DIRECT ,
iodepth equals to 16 (number of I/O units to keep in flight), and numjobs equals
to 8 (number of processes performing the same workload of this job). Besides,
buffer size is 4KB and test file size is 1GB. The version of fio is 2.1.3.

Figure 4 shows the results of fio. We can observe that LXC has better disk I/O
performance than Docker, and Docker-Machine suffers significant virtualization
overhead and results in poor disk I/O performance. To be more specific, LXC
advances Docker by 6.1% in random read, and 16.6% in random write. And
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Docker-Machine falls behind Docker for 40.0% in random read and 42.7% in
random write.

Fig. 5. The architecture of AUFS.

The disk I/O performance gap between LXC and Docker is caused by AUFS,
the default filesystem in Docker container. Figure 5 illustrates the architecture
of AUFS. AUFS is consists of image layers and container layer. Image layers are
composed of multiple read-only AUFS branches. For each AUFS branch, it only
saves differences relative to underlying branches to maximally support image
reuse. Container layer is the writable layer to store modifications of a container.
Eventually, a union mount point is introduced to provide a composite view of the
filesystem for developers. In practice, AUFS could generate significant latency



for write performance because the first time a container writes to any file, the
file has to be located and copied into the container’s top writable layer [11].
Latency will increase when file size is large or this file is saved in lower AUFS
branch. Thus, file searches in AUFS branches and the requirement to copy files
into top writable layer result in the extra disk I/O latency for Docker.

For the reasons given above, we suggest developers prefer LXC to Docker
when executing massive disk I/O requests. As for Docker-Machine, device em-
ulation is the major source for poor disk I/O performance because every I/O
operation in virtual machines must go through QEMU. Thus, we can conclude
that adding an extra virtualization layer between the bare metal and container
service will cause severe disk I/O latency.

Network Latency For purpose of measuring network latency, we use Netperf’s
[12] request-response mode to test round trip latency. In request-response mode,
client will send a 100 bytes packet to server, and server will reply it immediately
after receiving the packet. This request-response action will repeat over and over
again until being manually stopped. Thus, we can calculate network latency by
counting the number of request/response in a specified period time. To avoid
network congestion or other issues, we set up Netperf client in the host and
communicate with Netperf server in the container.
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Figure 6 shows the result of Netperf. Docker’s network latency is 1.25 times
of LXC, and Docker-Machine greatly increase the network latency to 120 µs
for each round trip. Considering propagation delay could be neglected in local
network, the main source of latency is processing delay.

Both LXC and Docker use network namespace to create a virtual ethernet
pair between the host and container, and every network packet should go through
the bridge network. Comparing to LXC, Docker adds a NAT (Network Address



Translation) mechanism to expose specific network ports. Only by port mapping,
services in Docker containers could be accessed normally from the outside. As a
result, the NAT mechanism increases the network latency and makes it difficult
for service discovery across different hosts. However, LXC is much easier to
use the full stack of Linux capabilities to manage container’s network with no
limitations.

In the case of Docker-Machine, network packets go through a virtual device
created by virtio from guest OS to host OS. The combination of hardware emula-
tion and NAT mechanism causes the severe network latency of Docker-Machine.
Therefore, we can conclude that virtualization overhead for network latency is
serious, and developers could prefer LXC to Docker for network-intensive appli-
cations in the perspective of low latency.

4.3 Evaluation for Public Container Services

In this part, we will inspect the service quality of public container services by
running data processing systems which are widely deployed in container plat-
forms. Firstly, we will test the performance of Redis and MySQL on ECS and
GKE respectively. Redis and MySQL are two most typical databases in real pro-
duction environment, and containers are frequently used as the infrastructure for
data processing in cloud environment. Thus, the performance of database queries
could reflect the service quality of public container services in real scenarios.

Secondly, we will test the performance of Hadoop and Spark systems on
ECS and GKE respectively. Nowadays, distributed data processing applications
have been used extensively in cloud environment. We choose several typical
workloads, including WordCount, TeraSort, PageRank and Kmeans, as CPU-
bound and I/O-bound workloads respectively to evaluate the performance of
distributed data processing applications. To carry out the experiment, we need
to set up a cluster of 8 computing nodes. At first, we install required softwares
and configure them properly in all computing nodes. Then we run HiBench, a
benchmark developed by Intel to test Hadoop and Spark system, in the cluster
to test aforementioned four workloads. For each workload, we run five times to
eliminate performance deviation. At last, we collect each workload’s execution
time as the experiment results.

Redis Redis is an in-memory database frequently used for caching and stor-
ing session information. Thus, network latency is the main concern of Redis to
provide data query service. In this test, we use redis-benchmark to measure the
IOPS of Get and Set operations in Redis. We set pipelines equal to 16 and in-
crease parallel connections from 1 to 16 to simulate multi-user scenarios. The
version of Redis is 3.0.8.

Figure 7 shows the results of Redis. No matter Get or Set operation bench-
marks, we can observe that the performance of Redis present as the following
orders: LXC > Docker > ECS > GKE > Docker-Machine. Because Redis puts
a lot of pressures in networking and memory subsystems, network latency is the
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Fig. 7. Experiment results of Redis. Higher is better.

most significant disparity between LXC, Docker and Docker-Machine. Thus, de-
lay of requests is the determinant of Redis performance. The results also show
that ECS, comparing to GKE, sufferers less network delay and offers better
network connection service.

MySQL MySQL is an open source database. In contrast to Redis, MySQL saves
data in disks for persistent storage. Thus, the disk I/O speed determines the per-
formance of MySQL. We use SysBench to measure the performance of MySQL.
At first, OLTP test in SysBench will create 1000000 records in a database. Then
we increase the working threads from 1 to 16 and query data in MySQL in two
modes, read only mode and mixed read and write mode. At last, we collect total
number of transactions executed in a period of time and calculate transactions
per second. The version of MySQL is 5.5.
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(a) Performance of read only mode
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(b) Performance of mixed read and write
mode

Fig. 8. Experiment results of MySQL. Higher is better.



Figure 8 shows the results of MySQL. In read only mode, both LXC and
Docker in the local testbed could execute more transactions comparing to public
container services. But in mixed read and write mode, ECS and GKE have much
better performance than containers in the local testbed. The reason of these
interesting experiment results is probably that cloud platforms generally adopt
SSD as their storage media, but the local testbed only uses HDD. Comparing
ECS with GKE, we find out ECS has better performance than ECS when few
threads are working. But with the increasing of working threads, GKE gradually
surpasses ECS. The reason may be that instances on ECS have more powerful
computing capability than GKE, but SSDs adopted by GKE have faster I/O
speed than ECS.

Distributed Data Processing Systems In this test, we use HiBench [13] to
evaluate the performance of typical distributed data processing systems, Hadoop
and Spark, on container platforms. The version of Hadoop is 2.7.2, and the
version of Spark is 1.6.0.

We select four benchmarks, including WordCount, TeraSort, PageRank and
Kmeans as typical workloads. These four typical workloads could represent a
miniature of numerous data processing jobs in Hadoop and Spark systems. We
briefly introduce these four benchmarks as follows:

– WordCount: WordCount is a classical MapReduce workload, which counts
the number of occurrences for each word in input text. WordCount is a
CPU-Bound workload. In our test, the input data is 10GB and generated by
RandomWriter and RandomTextWriter in Hadoop distribution.

– TeraSort: TeraSort is a classical workload, which sorts massive data as fast
as possible. TeraSort is a CPU-Bound workload in map stage, but it turns
into an I/O-Bound workload in reduce stage. In our test, the input data is
10GB and generated by TeraGen in Hadoop distribution.

– PageRank: PageRank is a link analysis algorithm used widely in web search
engines, which calculates the ranks of web pages according to the number of
reference links. PageRank is a CPU-Bound workload. In our test, the input
data is 0.5GB.

– Kmeans: Kmeans is well-known clustering algorithm for data mining to par-
tition input data into k clusters. In map stage, Kmeans is a CPU-Bound
workload for data training. In reduce stage, Kmeans becomes an I/O-bound
workload for data clustering. The input data is 4GB and generated by
DenseKmeans.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the results of Hadoop and Spark system in
different container testbeds respectively. Due to the performance gap between
underlying instances, ECS has better service quality than GKE in all workloads.
To be more accurate, ECS take the lead of GKE in a range from 1.4% to 12.2%.
Although Docker-Machine in the local testbed is far surpassed by ECS and
GKE, we find out both ECS and GKE have a certain degree of performance
gap comparing to LXC and Docker in the local testbed. That means running
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Fig. 9. Execution time of Hadoop in different container testbeds. Lower is better.

containers directly on the bare metal could gain more efficacy than running
containers in virtual machines. And public container services still have enough
room for improving their performance.

The experiment results also reveal that LXC has better performance than
Docker in these scenarios in a range from 2.5% to 11.6%. According to previous
experiment results, Docker has equivalent CPU performance comparing to LXC,
but Docker would suffered severe network and disk I/O latencies when massive
I/O requests arrive. Therefore, we recommend that users should carefully choose
suitable container to execute I/O-Bound workload.
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5 Related Works

Container technology is gradually gaining more and more attention from the
research community, and comparisons between containers and virtual machines
have been extensively conducted in many research works. Felter et al. [6] use
a suite of workloads to measure the performance differences between Docker
and KVM. They conclude that containers result in equal or better performance
than virtual machines in almost all cases. Agarwal et al. [7] evaluate the den-
sity and start-up latency of LXC and KVM. They conclude that the overall
density is highly dependent on the most demanded resource and the small mem-
ory footprint of containers could raise the density to a higher level. Morabito
[14] measures power consumption of virtual machines and containers in differ-
ent applications. Xavier et al. [15] measure the performance of containers when
applying them into HPC environment. They conclude that containers could ob-
tain a very low overhead leading to near-native performance, but performance
isolation in containers is immature. Another study of the performance of MapRe-
duce jobs in containers is discussed in [16]. However, these studies do not discuss
the distinctions between different containers and the impact of adding an extra
virtualization layer between the bare metal and containers.

Evaluation for cloud platform could provide a valuable guidance for develop-
ers to choose appropriate platform to deploy applications and save cost. Schad
et al. [17] use established micro benchmarks to measure performance variance
on EC2, and find out EC2’s performance varies a lot and often falls into t-
wo bands having a large performance gap in-between. Barker et al. [18] use a
combination of micro benchmarks and two real world applications to evaluate
EC2. They conclude that a latency-sensitive application can indeed degrade due
to background load from other virtual machines. Taking performance variation
and performance isolation [19–21] into account, studies [22–25] aim to propose
QoS-aware frameworks to improve resource utilization in the cloud through di-
verse ideas and methods. Xu et al. [26] summarize the performance overhead
of virtual machines in the cloud, and analyze the challenges of cloud platforms.
Latest studies [27–29] review the benefits and requirements of container services
and discuss the fitness of containers to facilitate applications in the cloud. On
the basis of these studies, we make an inspection of the service quality of public
container services including ECS and GKE.

There also exist a number of studies concentrating on existing problems of
containers, which mainly include storage policy and security issues of containers.
Wu et al. [30] propose a lightweight approach, TotalCOW, to address the problem
that a disk block shared by multiple files may be read repeatedly by different
containers. Their experimental results show that TotalCOW, can significantly
remove redundant disk reads and caching without compromising efficiency of
accessing COW files. Harter et al. [5] develop Slacker, a new Docker storage
driver, to quickly provision container storage using backend clones and minimize
startup latency by lazily fetching container data. Their experimental results
show Slacker could speeds up the median container development cycle by 20
and deployment cycle by 5. Bui [31] analyzes the security level of Docker, which



include internal security of Docker and security features of Linux kernel. This
paper also discusses and identifies what could be done when using Docker to
increase its level of security. Zhang et al. [32] present Harbormaster, a system
that addresses security policy management for containers by enforcing policy
checks on Docker container management operations and allowing administrators
to implement the principle of least privilege. In contrast, we make a clarification
of application containers and system containers, and propose several insights to
provide container services.

6 Conclusion

Motivated by the increasing popularity of container technology in the industry,
in this paper we conduct a performance study of containers in cloud environment.
Our study focus on two points: one is performance differences between applica-
tion containers and system containers, and the other is performance overhead
caused by extra virtual machine layer between the bare metal and container-
s. What’s more, we make an inspection of service quality of public container
services. To carry out experiments, we first conduct a series of experiments to
measure CPU performance, memory bandwidth, disk I/O speed and network
latency among LXC, Docker and Docker-Machine. Then we evaluate public con-
tainer services by testing the performance of some widely deployed data process-
ing systems, including MySQL, Redis, Hadoop and Spark, on different container
platforms.

Our experiments distinguish the differences between applications containers
and system containers. We conclude that system containers have performance
advantage on executing I/O-Bound workload and are more suitable to provide
underlying infrastructure service, and application containers are more suitable to
run micro services and distribute applications. Our experiments also prove that
running containers in virtual machine would result in severe disk I/O perfor-
mance degradation up to 42.7% and network latency up to 233%. Our inspection
for public container services reveal that the service quality of public container
services are competitive, but their infrastructure architecture are quite contro-
versial. Although both ECS and GKE keep updating their hardwares constantly,
the performance of LXC and Docker in the local testbed could surpass these two
public container services in most cases. Therefor, we learn that the performance
overhead caused by extra virtual machine layer can not be neglected in pub-
lic container services, and cloud platforms could acquire better performance by
running containers directly on the bare metal.

To summarize, the performance study we present in this paper provides sev-
eral suggestions for developers to choose appropriate containers in different usage
scenarios. It also proposes several suggestions for the establishment of container
services. With the coming mature of container technology, we believe containers
could be extensively used and play a very significant role in the cloud environ-
ment.
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